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Ivy Look
'

oxford shirts ...
The Brigadoon Jacket

9.95
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well-establish- ed detail! ... s5Smart leisure time jacket is bright Galey and Lord

cotton in authentic Italian stripes or Tartan plaids.

You'll like the Capri collar, the smooth styling.

Zelan weatherized fabric is completely washable.

Gentlemen of the old school, the new school, and everyone interested in

fashion, all turn to MANHATTAN ivy shirts for the

truly authentic Ivy Look. This tradition in men's fashion calls for absolute

faithfulness to every detail, and, naturally, they're all here

in these handsome oxford shirts. A pleasure to wear,

and right in step with today 's trim-lin- e style.
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Part of having FUN

is Dressing for it
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Kingsway Shoes ....
at reasonable prices . . . 5.95 to 9.98

Shoes to give you a shoe wardrobe without a large investment.

Shoes for dress, for play, for casual living ... for any

part of your busy life. Kingsway shoes combine quality and price in well-fitin- g,

good looking shoes. Your size i s here . . . try them soon.

and Day's Frosteen Is styled for FUN!
Whether you're a sports car enthusiast or a

back yard chef, you'll enjoy cool, casual com-

fort in Day's Frosteen Slacks. Ivy Styling for

the young man who likes the slim, trim look.

4.95 to 17.98
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MEN'S FVRMSHINGS, SPORTSWEAR, SHOES

FIRST FLOOR
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Action-fre- e BRIEFS
wilh these 5-St- ar features
Reinforced with double thickness stretchy seat for
added comfort and longer wear. Patented comfort
pouch gives mild, gentle support. Nylon reinforced
leg opening that will never stretch out of shape.
Heat resistant elastic waistband guaranteed for the
life of the garment. Premium combed cotton guar-
anteed not to stretch out of fit.
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